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Abstract. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have encountered interesting appli-
cations in forecasting several phenomena, and they have recently been applied in
understanding the evolution of the novel coronavirus COVID-19 epidemic. Alone
or togetherwith othermathematical, dynamical, and statisticalmethods,ANNhelp
to predict or model the transmission behavior at a global or regional level, thus
providing valuable information for decision-makers. In this research, four typical
ANN have been used to analyze the historical evolution of COVID-19 infec-
tions in Mexico: Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LTSM) neural networks, and the hybrid app-
roach LTSM-CNN. From the open-source data of the Resource Center at the John
Hopkins University of Medicine, a comparison of the overall qualitative fitting
behavior and the analysis of quantitative metrics were performed. Our investiga-
tion shows that LSTM-CNN achieves the best qualitative performance; however,
the CNN model reports the best quantitative metrics achieving better results in
terms of the Mean Squared Error and Mean Absolute Error. The latter indicates
that the long-term learning of the hybrid LSTM-CNN method is not necessarily
a critical aspect to forecast COVID-19 cases as the relevant information obtained
from the features of data by the classical MLP or CNN.
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1 Introduction

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have become a hot topic in artificial intelligence,
particularly Deep Learning ANN (DL-ANN), which have been successfully employed
in the classification of images, audio, and text, among others [9]. In addition, the DL-
ANN have shown remarkable effectiveness in approximation functions, and prediction
or forecast [10]. In the recent pandemic occasioned by coronavirus disease (COVID-19),
DL-ANN have confirmed the ability to forecast COVID-19 cases. Ref. [28], presents
a comparative study of five deep learning (DL) methods to forecast the number of
new cases and recovered cases; the promising potential of a deep learning model in
forecasting COVID-19 is demonstrated. Similarly, in [4] a comparative study of DL
and machine learning models for COVID-19 transmission forecasting was performed;
experimental results showed that the best performance was archived by DL, especially
the LSTM-CNN model (which is the combination of Long Short-Term Memory-LSTM
and Convolutional Neural Networks-CNN).

Muchwork has been performed to forecast COVID-19 cases in different regions, and
countries [15]. For example, Ref. [1] reported the forecast results of COVID-19 cases
(obtained by Recurrent ANN-LSTM and Recurrent ANN-GRUmodels) throughout 60-
day in ten countries (USA, Brazil, India, Russia, South Africa, Mexico, Peru, Chile,
United Kingdom, and Iran). Refs. [6, 12]) have followed the same direction, and they
have shown experimental results of forecast covid-19 cases for multiple countries or
populations.Also, specialized studies over particular countries havebeendeveloped;Ref.
[23] proposes a recurrent and convolutional neural network model to forecast COVID-
19 cases confirmed daily in 7, 14, and 21 days in India. Similarly, Ref. [21] studies
statistical and artificial intelligence approaches to model and forecast the prevalence of
this epidemic in Egypt.

In theMexican context, some studies have beenpresented. In [22] cases ofCOVID-19
infection inMexico are modeled and predicted throughmathematical and computational
models using only the confirmed cases provided by the daily technical report COVID-
19 Mexico, from February 27th to May 8th, 2020. Ref. [11] uses ANN to predict the
number of COVID-19 cases in Brazil and Mexico until December 12, 2020. In the
same year, Ref. [18] presents an analysis of the ensemble of the neural network model
with fuzzy response aggregation to predict COVID-19 confirmed cases of COVID-19
in 109 days ahead for Mexico (whole Country), which confirms other studies where
ensemble method works better than monolithic classifiers, in this case on predicting the
COVID-19 time series inMexico.Another very interestingpaper [8] compares traditional
and powerful forecasting methods (vector autoregression and statistical curve-fitting
methods) concerning DL techniques (in particular, the LSTM model) to identify the
pandemic impact in Mexico in a period of 70 days (January 22 to March 31, 2020); it
concludes that the best practice is to use LSTM over classical models.

In this paper, we present an empirical study of four popular ANN: Multilayer Per-
ceptron (MLP), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM), and LSTM-CNN, to forecast COVID-19 cases in Mexico. These ANN have
been reported in the state of art as the best models for this type of goal. We use recent
COVID-19 data (from February 22, 2020, to April 4, 2022); therefore, we now have
more information about COVID-19 than in previous works, suggesting an improvement
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in the forecasting of COVID-19 cases. In this sense, this study intends to be conceived
as a basis for comparing deep learning techniques in the context of similar problems,
characterized by being highly sensitive to data variability in applications other than clas-
sical classification tasks. Results indicate that LSTM-CNN achieves the best qualitative
performance, but the CNN model reports the best quantitative metrics.

2 Theoretical Framework

Feed-forward constitutes themost conventional ANN architecture. It is commonly based
on at least three layers: input, output, and one hidden layer [16]. In the DL context, feed-
forward DL-ANNs have two or more hidden layers in their architecture. This allows
to reduce the number of nodes per layer and uses fewer parameters, but it leads to a
more complex optimization problem [9]. However, this disadvantage is less restrictive
than before due to the availability of more efficient frameworks, such as Apache-Spark
or TensorFlow (which use novel technology like GPU or Cluster Computing). Another
important DL model is recurrent neural networks, which are a type of network for
sequential data processing, allowing to scale of very long and variable-length sequences
[27]. In this type of network, a neuron is connected to the neurons of the next layer, to
those of the previous layer, and to itself using weights (values that change in each time
step). A summary of the DL models studied in this work is featured below.

2.1 MLP

MLP is a classical ANN with one input and one output layer, and at least one hidden
layer, trained with a different set of features based on the previous layer’s output (see
Fig. 1). It is possible to select features in a first layer, and the output of this will be used
in the training of the next layer [16]. The number of inputs and outputs of the problem to
be solved is the factor that will determine the number of neurons in the input and output
layers, and every neuron can feed into the next neuron of the next layer by repeating

Fig. 1. Classical MLP architecture comprised by 3 layers, I input nodes, J hidden nodes and K
output nodes.
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the process from the input until the output layer [13]. An MLP structure can achieve
significant performance in small models sizes, but when its size scales up, the model is
affected by the over-fitting [31]. MLPs could approximate any continuous function and
can solve not linearly separable problems.

2.2 CNN

CNN is a deep neural network architecture that combines the multilayer perceptron with
a convolutional layer to build a map that has the function of extracting important features
(see Fig. 2). Furthermore, it implements a pooling stage to reduce the dimensionality
of the features and save the most informative features [3]. The main idea behind these
models is that abstract features can be extracted by the convolutional layers and the
pooling operation, where the convolutional kernels convolve local filters with sequential
data without processing and produce non-variant local features, and the subsequent
pooling layers will extract the essential features within fixed-length sliding windows
[30], in other words, a CNN is a powerful extractor that applies convolution on multiple
blocks to extract meaningful features [25]. CNN models have shown to be effective in
problems related to modeling image data, summarization, and classification [14].

Fig. 2. A CNN architecture comprised by two convolutional layers and two pooling layers.

2.3 LSTM

LSTM network is a particular type of recurrent neural network that can learn in the
long term to avoid dependency [19]. To achieve this, LSTM uses different cells to allow
actions such as “forget” and “remember” [3]; in other words, LSTM units consist of
elements such as an input gate, a forget gate, a memory cell, and an output gate [30] (see
Fig. 3). It is important to say that LSTM was designed to prevent the backpropagating
error from disappearing or exploding; likewise, forget gates were included to achieve
long-term non-dependence, being able to control the use of state cell information [29].
These architectureswere designed toworkwith data in constant times that occur between
elements of a given sequence [2]. Due to its ability to capture long-range dependencies,
this model has been successfully applied in many areas, such as speech recognition,
handwriting recognition, image recognition, and natural language processing [29].
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Fig. 3. Architecture of an LSTM unit with a forget gate (f t), current input (Xt), memory cell (Ci)
and output (ht).

2.4 LSTM-CNN

In recent years, hybrid deep learning architectures have been applied to different tasks
showing better results than the baseline models. A clear example of these hybrid frame-
works are the LSTM and CNN architectures which have shown excellent performances
in tasks such as time series classification, video recognition, and text classification due
to their unique characteristics [24]. Combining these networks, the advantages of each
one is merged to achieve more significant results [26]. The core idea behind the fusing
of these models is that CNN can extract time-invariant elements, and LSTM can learn
long-term dependency. Both LSTM and CNN receive the same data input, and then the
results are concatenated to get the output [17] (see Fig. 4). Therefore, with this fusion, a
better structure, and more complete spatial and temporal characteristics can be obtained,
improving the results in the state of the art [7].

Fig. 4. Architecture of the LSTM-CNN hybrid model comprised by a convolutional layer and a
LSTM block.
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Traditionally, ANNs have been trained with the back-propagation algorithm (based
on the stochastic gradient descent), and the weights are randomly initialized. How-
ever, in some late versions of DL-ANN, the hidden layers are pre-trained by an
unsupervised algorithm, and the weights are optimized by the back-propagation algo-
rithm [16] or methods based on the descending gradient. To overcome it, the classi-
cal Sigmoid activation function has been replaced (commonly) by other functions like
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) f (z) = max(0, z), Exponential Linear Unit (ELU =
zif 〈z ≥ 0〉 else 〈α ∗ (ez − 1)}〉), or softmax (ϕ(s) = esi/

∑C
j esj ), that is associated to

the output layer), because typically they learn much faster in networks with many layers,
allowing training of a DL-ANN without unsupervised pre-training [9].

The most common algorithms of descending gradient optimization are: a) Adagrad,
which adapts the learning reason of the parameters, making more significant updates
for less frequent parameters and smaller for the most frequent ones, b) Adadelta is an
extension of Adagrad that seeks to reduce aggressiveness, monotonously decreasing the
learning rate instead of accumulating all the previous descending gradients, restricting
accumulation to a fixed size, and c) Adam, that calculates adaptations of the learning
rate for each parameter and stores an exponentially decreasing average of past gradients.
Other important algorithms are AdaMax, Nadam, and RMSprop [20].

3 Experimental Set Up

In this section, the experimental details to allow the proper replication of the results of
this research and to support the conclusions, are described.

3.1 Dataset

The dataset was extracted from the GitHub repository (https://github.com/CSSEGI
SandData/COVID-19) from the Resource Center at the John Hopkins University of
Medicine, which is updated daily at 9 am EST [5]. It is important to say that only the file
of the confirmed cases of COVID-19 was downloaded, and then only the dates and their
cases reported from February 22, 2020, to April 4, 2022, for Mexico were extracted.
After data collection, the data was organized by week (considering seven dates to form a
week), and then the average per weekwas obtained to workwith a smooth curve. In addi-
tion, the dataset (D = {x1, x2, . . . , xQ}) was split in two disjoints sets, one (TR) to train
the model and other (TS) to test its generalized ability, i.e.,D = TR∪TS;TR∩TS = ∅;
and (TR) contains 70% of the samples of D, and TS contains the remaining 30%. Thus,
each individual xq data in D corresponds to the average number of active COVID-19
cases inMexico in one specific week, i.e., the average number of cases every seven days.

3.2 Free Parameters Specification

The DL model to use is an MLP, and it was designed with an input layer of 5 nodes and
1 hidden layer with 3 nodes, both with the RELU activation and the output layer with
linear activation. CNN topologies consist of two CNN layers, the first with 16 filters (or
kernels) of dimension 4×4 and the secondwith 32 filters of 1×1. A pooling layer of size

https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19
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2 (using the MaxPooling method), and a dense layer of 33 nodes, were used. The LSTM
model has a sequence length and an input dimension of 5 and 16 with RELU activation
and recurrent sigmoid activation. In addition, the dropout method is applied after the
input layer and before another LSTM layer with 64 nodes and a recurrent sigmoid layer;
finally, a linear activation for the output layer is used. LSTM-CNN contains an LSTM
layer with sequence length, an input dimension of 4 and 64, respectively, a CNN layer
with 32 filters of 4 × 4 and a RELU activation, and finally, a dense layer with 1 hidden
neuron and a linear activation function.

3.3 Performance of the DL Models

MeanSquared Error(MSE) andMeanAbsolute Error (MAE) aremetricswidely accepted
to assess ANN in the prediction and approximation of functions [9]. In this work, we
use both, MSE and MAE (Eq. 1) to test the effectiveness of studied DL models.

MSE = 1

N

∑N

i=1
(ti − zi)

2; MAE = 1

N

∑N

i=1
||ti − zi||; (1)

where N is the total of samples, ti is the desired output, and zi is the actual or predicted
output of the ANN for the sample i.

DL models were developed in Tensorflow 2.0 and Keras 2.3.1 frameworks. Adam
was selected as the optimizer method with a batch size of 9 for CNN, 10 for LSTM, and
1 for MLP and LSTM-CNN. The stop criterion was 500 epochs.

4 Results and Discussion

The main results obtained in the experimental stage are presented and discussed in this
section. Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 show the graphs generated by the four ANN studied in this
work (CNN, MLP, LSTM and LSTM-CNN, see Sect. 2). Axis x represents the analyzed
time periods (in this work, it corresponds to an interval of a week, for more detail see
Sect. 3.1), and axis y corresponds to forecast and real COVID-19 cases.

From a qualitative viewpoint, experimental results seem to note that the best per-
formance corresponds to CNN (Fig. 5), where both: real and predicted values, are very
similar. It matches with quantitative results, where MSE and MAE values of CNN are
the smallest. However, considering that the dataset is small, this behavior may imply
that overfitting could be occurring. In MLP (Fig. 6), this behavior is more evident; we
observe smaller MSE and MAE in the training data (blue) than the obtained with test
data (red); nevertheless, MLP follows the data trend from the qualitative viewpoint.
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Fig. 5. Results obtained by the CNN model.

Fig. 6. Results obtained by the MLP model.

LSTMmodel exhibits a similar trend toMLP for the training dataset, but the behavior
of LSTM in the test data does not match the actual data. It is reflected in the MAE and
MSE values test, which are more significant than the MLP case. LSTM is characterized
by long-term learning dependency. Thus, results presented in Fig. 7 do not notice that
this feature of LSTM (by itself) is enough to approximate COVID-19 data with good
performance.
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Fig. 7. Results obtained by the LSTM model.

LSTM-CNN shows a better performance from a qualitative viewpoint, as can be
seen in Fig. 8 where, although the model does not entirely fit in the training and testing
datasets, LSTM-CNNhas the best generalization ability, which refers to the capability of
the model to give an appropriate answer to unlearned questions. The generalization per-
formance of LSTM-CNN could be explained by the combination of the long-term learn-
ing dependency of the LSTM model and the CNN’s capacity to exploit the information
extracted from the data.

Fig. 8. Results obtained by the LSTM-CNN model.
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Finally, in the recent state-of-art about the COVID-19 forecasting, the LSTM and
LSTM-CNN appeared to report the better behavior, even overcoming the performance of
the other models. However, the results presented in this work (which use more informa-
tion about confirmed COVID-19 cases in Mexico than previous works) show that from a
quantitative viewpoint, MLP and CNN models obtain smaller values of MSE and MAE
than LSTM and LSTM-CNN. The best data fit performance is presented by the CNN
model (Fig. 5), which would suggest that ability to long-term learning dependency data
is not a critical aspect to forecast COVID-19 cases. Thus, from a quantitative viewpoint,
results showed by MLP and CNN imply the best performance when the most relevant
information is extracted from the data; MLP, however, it is considered that the perfor-
mance of the CNN is attained due it has a better capability to transform the abstract
feature space in the convolutional layers inherent to its architecture. This behavior could
be explained by the fact that deep neural network potential is found in its hidden space,
where it can abstract high-level patterns. In such hidden space, original data are trans-
formed to another multi-dimensional space, in which the decision boundary could be
identified with a higher degree of reliability [9, 16].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied four ANN models: MLP, CNN, LSTM, and LSTM-CNN, to
forecast COVID-19 cases. Experimental results analyzed from a qualitative viewpoint
suggest that the LSTM-CNN model obtains the best performance. However, from the
quantitative perspective, the CNN model overcomes the performance of MLP, LSTM,
and LSTM-CNN. These results indicate that long-term learning dependency data is not
critical to forecasting COVID-19 cases (see results of LSTM-CNN, but mainly of the
LSTM model). Instead, the results exhibited by MLP and CNN imply that to obtain
better performance is most important to extract relevant information from data features,
which is a highlighted feature of MLP and CNN models.

The results presented in thiswork are exciting; nevertheless, futurework is required to
deep into this study and to develop a theoretical explanation for the experimental results
due to the potential of the analyzed models to forecast COVID-19 cases in regions like
Mexico or Latin America, which have been seriously affected by this pandemic.
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